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THE STIBNITE GOLD PROJECT
We can take an area abandoned after 100 years of mining
and use a sustainable approach to restore the environment
and develop a modern mining industry.
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RESTORATION

Reclamation
Reclamation: stable, static,
little to no change; may not
mimic natural conditions

Restoration
Restoration: naturally
dynamic, deformable,
resilient; mimics natural
conditions

Meadow Creek, ID

Meadow Creek, ID

FISHERIES GOALS

Goals

Results

Restoration of volitional passage
• Early passage, during mine operations, through
closure, and beyond.
Restoration of spawning and rearing habitat
• EFSFSR and Meadow Creek
Minimize incidental take of ESA-listed fish

Restoration of passage
• Early on in the project and a long
awaited permanent solution
Access to miles of improved habitat
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8.3 miles
perennial
streams
historically
impacted

12.2 miles
perennial
streams
proposed
impacted

12.7 miles
perennial
streams
proposed
restored

CURRENT CONDITIONS
Rendering of existing Yellow Pine pit looking upstream

EFSFSR

Fish Barrier
Yellow Pine Pit
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DURING MINING
Rendering of proposed tunnel alignment looking downstream

Downstream (North) transition
back to EFSFSR

EFSFSR
Tunnel,
0.9-mi. long

Upstream (South)
diversion into tunnel
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Existing cascade
passage barrier

Proposed new stream access
for migratory fish:
During Operations: 6.4 miles
After Restoration: 6.0 miles

Stream Access

(based on intrinsic potential for Chinook Salmon and Steelhead)

Enhancement

Restoration

Enhancement

No Change

ACCESS UPPER EFSFSR

EFSFSR and MEADOW CREEK
Restored/Enhanced EFSFSR and Meadow Creek
• Passage enhancements
• Engineered log jams
• Other spawning and rearing habitat enhancements
• Blowout Creek no longer contributing excess sediment
• Spent leach ore and Bradley tailings no longer
contributing metals loading

Example: Big Springs Creek, Idaho

Example: Yankee Fork, Idaho
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East Fork South Fork over Yellow Pine Pit

RESTORATION

ULTIMATE RESTORATION
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Stream Design
Goal: Reclaim and/or restore disturbed streams and floodplain from historical and proposed
mining activities to improve habitat conditions for aquatic species and mitigate for project
impacts.
Stream Design Report: Section 1.3

Stream Design Objectives
General Stream Design Objectives
Stream Design Project Area

• Provide fish passage above Yellow Pine pit
• Restore high-quality stream channels over the top of
proposed mine features at closure
o
o

Develop a stable yet functionally dynamic and resilient stream
channel and floodplain (natural function)
Maximize habitat potential based on species-specific habitat
requirements and geomorphic suitability

• Enhance habitat and passage in select streams not directly
affected by proposed mining
o
o

Increase in-stream structure (woody debris, boulder clusters)
Increase in-stream hydraulic and habitat diversity (pools)

• Provide a net ecological benefit relative to current conditions
(Stream Functional Assessment)
Stream Design Report sections: 1.3, 3.3.1, D.2

DRSF = Development Rock Storage Facility
TSF = Tailings Storage Facility
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Stream Design Objectives

Objectives

Reach-Specific Stream Design Objectives
• Biological (species of interest: Chinook salmon, steelhead, bull
trout, and Westslope cutthroat trout)
o Fish Distribution
o Fish use periodicity
o Habitat Requirements
o Intrinsic Potential (Anadromous Salmonids)
• Physical (natural stream design: geomorphic suitability and
engineering feasibility)
o Reference sites
o Empirical formulae from local/regional data
o Scientific literature
Stream Design Report: Appendix A, Appendix D
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Stream Design Process
Reach Delineation

Stream Design Approach:
• Same process for all streams
• Project Area reach delineation
• Reference site analysis
• Develop physical design criteria
o Reference site data
o Empirical formulae
o Published design guidelines
• Assign biological objectives based on fish habitat
preferences
• Refine design criteria to maximize habitat based on
biological objectives
Stream Design Report: Section 3.2, 3.3.1
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Stream Design Process
Reference Sites

Stream Design Approach:
• Same process for all streams
• Project Area reach delineation
• Reference site analysis
• Develop physical design criteria
o Reference site data
o Empirical formulae
o Published design guidelines
• Assign biological objectives based on fish
habitat preferences
• Refine design criteria to maximize habitat
based on biological objectives
Stream Design Report, Appendix B
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Stream Design Process

Reference Sites

Reference Sites

Stream Design Approach:
• Same process for all streams
• Project Area reach delineation
• Reference site analysis
• Develop physical design criteria
o Reference site data
o Empirical formulae
o Published design guidelines
• Assign biological objectives based
on fish habitat preferences
• Refine design criteria to maximize
habitat based on biological
objectives
Stream Design Report, Appendix B
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Stream Design Process
Design Criteria

Stream Design Approach:
• Same process for all streams
• Project Area reach delineation
• Reference site analysis
• Develop physical design criteria
o Reference site data
o Empirical formulae
Including Watershed Condition
o Published design guidelines
Indicators (USFS 2003)
• Assign biological objectives based on fish
habitat preferences
• Refine design criteria to maximize habitat
based on biological objectives
Stream Design Report Section 3, Appendix D
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Stream Design Criteria
Geomorphology

Riordan Cr. Reference Site #17

Stream Design Approach:
• Geomorphic Targets
o Assume low-gradient habit is less common
and more valuable than high-gradient
habitat
o Maximize low-gradient habitat by increasing
slope and decreasing length of high-gradient
reaches
o Develop meadow-like conditions in lowgradient reaches
o Increase in-stream hydraulic diversity using
wood and rock
Stream Design Report: Section 3.3.2
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Stream Design Criteria
Design Criteria

Stream Design Report Section 3.3

Belt Width = Maximum amplitude

Amplitude

Stream Design Approach:
• Physical Design Criteria
• Floodplain width (1.25 to 2.0 x belt width)
• Channel capacity (1.5 year discharge)
• Bed stability
• Alluvial = stable at 1.5 year discharge
• Threshold = stable at 100 year discharge
• Average pool depth (2 x average bankfull depth) (varies based
on radius of curvature and area blocked by structure)
• Wood loading (minimum of 48 key pieces/mile)

Wavelength
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Stream Design Criteria
Hydrology/Hydraulics

Stream Design Approach:
• Hydrology
o 1.5 year (bankfull) discharge design flow
• Hydraulics
o Roughness
o Normal depth at-a-station calculations
o Sediment transport (incipient motion)
• Stream type
o Meadow reaches (<0.5% slope; Rosgen E)
▪ Equi-width meandering
o Pool-riffle meandering (<3% slope; Rosgen C)
o Step pool reaches (3-8% slope; Rosgen B)
o Cascade (8-15% slope; Rosgen A)
o Rock Chutes (>15% slope; Rosgen Aa+)
Stream Design Report: Section 3.3, Appendix C, Appendix D

Manning’s n-value (roughness) Estimates

Bankfull width regression based on drainage area
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Stream Design Criteria
Stability Analysis

Stream Design Report:

Stream Design Approach:
Section 3.3.6, Appendix E
• Engineering stability analysis
• Bed, bank, and riffle material sizing
• Rock armor and grade control material sizing
• Select appropriate bank treatments
• Wood and log jam structures

FESL bank treatment
1-year after
construction
(Big Springs Creek, Lemhi
River Watershed, Idaho)
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Stream Design Criteria
Biological Objectives

Stream Design Approach:
• Same process for all streams
• Project Area reach delineation
• Reference site analysis
• Develop physical design criteria
o Reference site data
o Empirical formulae
o Published design guidelines
• Assign biological objectives based on fish
habitat preferences
• Refine design criteria to maximize habitat
based on biological objectives
Stream Design Report, Appendix A
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Stream
Design
Criteria
Biological Objectives
Stream Design Approach:
• Same process for all streams
• Project Area reach delineation
• Reference site analysis
• Develop physical design criteria
o Reference site data
o Empirical formulae
o Published design guidelines
• Assign biological objectives based
on fish habitat preferences
• Refine design criteria to maximize
habitat based on biological
objectives (e.g. pool depth)
Stream Design Report Section 3, Appendix D
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EFSFSR over YPP
East Fork South Fork Salmon River (EFSFSR)
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EFSFSR over YPP
Restoration Objectives

•
•
•
•
•

Restore migratory fish passage through YPP
to upstream reaches
Target isolated spawning and rearing habitat
creation
Allow geomorphically appropriate natural
channel process (migration, avulsion, scour,
deposition)
Increase hydraulic and geomorphic diversity
Create “wall-based channel” where highflow EFSFSR channels intercept perennial
tributaries
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EFSRSR over YPP
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EFSFSR over YPP
Floodplain is 5-10x the bankfull channel width

EFSFSR over YPP Example
Proposed Stream Liner Details (DRAFT)
Reach

Mine Facility

Approximate
Liner Width (ft)*

Yellow Pine pit

170 to 345

Layers of Material Over the Liner
Total Liner Depth
Below
the Floodplain
Protection
Armor Layer
Stream Bed and
Surface
(ft)
(Transition) Layer (ft)
(ft)
Floodplain Material (ft)

EF3

HC2

1.0 to 3.0

MN2
* Width does not include alluvial fan accommodation space (upstream flair).

5.8 to 6.0

4.2 to 6.8

11.0 to 15.8
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

Performance Standards

Overall Performance Standards
•
•
•
•
•

From the CMP (March 8, 2019) section 11.1
Stream Design (as-built conditions)
Physical Channel Conditions
Riparian Vegetation
Functions and Values
o Evaluated using Stream Functional
Assessment

Note: Timeline based on year of specific reach
restoration/enhancement construction. Varies per reach.
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STREAM FUNCTIONAL
ASSESSMENT

STREAM FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
Introduction
To comply with federal regulations implementing Section 404 of the CWA (33 CFR §
332.3(a); 40 CFR § 230.93), a stream functional assessment tool is needed to demonstrate
that all compensatory mitigation requirements are satisfied by the SGP and any aquatic
resource functions lost because of the permitted activity are replaced.
Cooperating agencies also requested Midas Gold consider evaluating changes in stream
condition over various mine phases to assess mitigation needs based on the timing of
mine construction, operational impacts, and restoration actions.

STREAM FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
Introduction
The Stream Functional Assessment (SFA) Ledger was developed in coordination with
natural resource management and regulatory agencies to be used for the Stibnite Gold
Project (SGP) to:

• Track the impacts/benefits to streams before, during and after mining following
restoration and as a tool to quantify compensatory mitigation debits and credits for
determining mitigation needs
• As one of several tools to help characterize impacts/benefits to streams for use in the
environmental analysis for the SGP environmental impact statement (EIS) and associated
consultation under the Endangered Species Act (ESA)

STREAM FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
Introduction
The SFA Ledger is a computational tool (Microsoft Excel spreadsheet) by which baseline
and proposed (interim and restored) conditions can be compared across a variety of
spatial and temporal scales to evaluate how stream and floodplain conditions are
expected to change as a result of the proposed SGP.
User-defined functionality has been added to the SFA Ledger enabling the evaluation of
the same data across multiple different scenarios to refine model outputs to those
areas/elements of interest to a specific user.
The SFA Ledger is a single tool combining the results of many analyses in order to evaluate
large-scale (spatial and temporal) impacts and benefits associated with the SGP; it should
be considered one tool of many used to evaluate the SGP.

STREAM FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
Framework - Elements

The SFA uses a modified
version of the Watershed
Condition Indicators Matrix
(WCI Matrix) (USFS 2003)
along with several fish use
indicators to evaluate stream
condition by measuring up to
20 elements that reflect
specific functional indicators.

STREAM FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
Framework - Elements
• The 20 elements analyzed within the SFA Ledger are based on field data, GIS desktop
analysis, modeling estimates and professional judgment
• Baseline data were collected between 2012 and 2019 from a number of sources and originated
from on-site monitoring data or direct GIS measurement. In specific instances, calibrated modeling
results were used in the SFA Ledger rather than measured data to facilitate a direct comparison with
the proposed conditions (apples-to-apples comparison) as seen in Appendix A of the SFA Report (Rio
ASE 2019b).
• Proposed conditions (interim, restored and fully restored) are estimated from proposed designs,
modeling and/or professional judgment based on the SGP Plan of Restoration and Operations
(Midas Gold 2016) and the Stream Design Report (Rio ASE 2019a) as seen in Appendix B of the SFA
Report (Rio ASE 2019b)

STREAM FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
Framework – SFA Reach Generation
• The SFA Ledger evaluates and compares measured or estimated baseline conditions for
each element with proposed future conditions in which debits (impacts) and credits
(mitigation) are quantified over time within a consistent reach or area.
• To accommodate changes in the location, length, and conditions of some streams
during various phases of the project, the SFA Ledger divides the SGP into different
stream reaches per mine phase. Each of the reported element scores is tabulated per
reach which can then be grouped to evaluate larger areas.
• The individual stream reach is the basic accounting unit used in the SFA Ledger.

STREAM FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
Framework – SFA Reach Generation
Consistent Reaches
Example SFA reach delineation
combining hypothetical reaches
across phases where reach
breaks per phase are identified
by black dots on the blue
stream line, while the combined
reach breaks for the SFA are
identified by dashed vertical
lines spanning each phase.

STREAM FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
Framework – Element Scoring Criteria

Indicator

Element
Temperature

Water Quality

(oC)

Fine Sediment (%)

Rating

FA

FR

UR

≤12

>12 – ≤15

>15

≤12
<12%

>9 – ≤10
12% - 18%

>10
>18%

< 3%

3% - 6%

>6%

0

1

>1

No

Partial

Yes

Granitic Basin

≥ 27%

27% – 17%

<17

Non-Granitic Basin
Pieces Per Mile

≥ 54%

54% – 43%

<43%

> 20

>20 or <20

<20

Yes

No or Yes

No

Rearing
Spawning
Granitic Basin

Non-Granitic Basin
Chemical Contaminants (# Exceeding Threshold)
Access

Physical Barriers Located Downstream
Embeddedness (Free Matrix %)

Each element is scored based on the
quantitative criteria developed in collaboration
with the USFS and key stakeholders as seen to
the right
– High Function
• Functioning Appropriately (FA) = 3

Large Woody Debris
Habitat Elements

Pool Frequency (% of optimal)

Off-Channel Habitat with Cover (# of Features)
Width/Depth Ratio
Pfankuch 1975 Method
Channel Conditions and Dynamics

– Moderate Function
Flow and Hydrology

Streambank Condition (Stability)

Qualitative

Change in Flow

Road Density and Location
(Combine either top 2 or bottom 2
rows)
Watershed Conditions

% -

25 th %

<25 th %

>14.1

6.7 – 14.1

<6.7

Many (>2)

Some (1-2)

None (0)

≤ 10

10< ≥20

>20

< 39

39 -77

>77

CS or US

CU

UU

> 2.2

2.2 - 1.4

<1.4

Moderately

Entrenched

< 10%

10% – 20%

>20%

Timing

< 10%

10% – 20%

>20%

< 15%

15% – 25%

>25%

< 0.7

>1.7

0.0

0.7 – 1.7
≤1.7

< 0.7

<.07

≥0.7

0.0

≤1.7

>1.7

> 80%

70% – 80%

<70%

Road Density (Feet/Mile)
Density in RCA
Road Density (Feet/Mile)

Riparian Conservation Areas (% Intact)
% Disturbed

>1.7

≤ 15%

≤15%

>15%

In Landslide Areas

No

Yes OR No

Yes

In RCA

No

Yes OR No

Yes

High

Medium

100–90%

90–33%

Intrinsic Potential (CH & ST)
Occupancy

%

75 th

Slightly

Density in RCA

Disturbance History (Combine all
three rows)

75 th

Qualitative
Peak or Base Discharge

Entrenchment Ratio

Change in Drainage Network (% Increase)

– Low Function
• Unacceptable Risk (UR) = 1

>

Pool Quality (# pools/mile >1m deep residual depth)

Floodplain Connectivity

• Functioning at Risk (FR) = 2

Recruitment Potential

Potential*

Low
(Negligible=0.25)

Fish Use
Occupancy Model (BT & WCT)
Critical

Table 3-2 SFA Report Errata – Rio ASE 2019

Habitat**

Presence/ Absence**

33–0%

Yes

No

Yes

No

STREAM FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
Framework – Functional Quality and Quantity

Reaches can be evaluated by both the Functional Index and the Functional Units
• The Functional Index represents the relative functional character of the stream reach regardless of its size
(i.e. quality)
• The stream order is a surrogate for stream width. Stream order has been increased by one (+1) for all
reaches to prevent multiplication by zero in the case of zero-order stream reaches (e.g. Non-Perennial)
• Stream Length was multiplied by stream order to estimate the stream area or relative size of the stream
• The product of the FI, stream order and reach length is the Functional Unit which is akin to a weighted
usable area in aquatic habitat analyses (i.e. quantity).
• The functional value gained or lost is the cumulative change from baseline through a given time period.

STREAM FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
Framework – Functional Index

Functional Index (FI) is the normalized weighted average score of scorable elements within each reach as
seen in the formula below.

Where:
FI = Functional Index
EWi = Weight of Element i
Ei = Score of Element i (1, 2 or 3)
Reach score = (sum of all individual element scores)/(sum of all weights)/(Max score) = Functional Index

STREAM FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
Framework – Functional Units

Measured using Functional Units (FU):

Quality

Quantity

𝐹𝑈 = 𝐹𝐼 ∗ 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ∗ (𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 1)
Where:

FU = Functional Units
FI = Functional Index
The functional unit is the mitigation currency proposed for the SGP such that subtracting the functional units
calculated for the baseline phase from the functional units calculated for any year analyzed creates either a
debit (negative difference) or credit (positive difference) for that year of the project. In this way functional
value can be evaluated across the life of the proposed project.

STREAM FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
Results
Meadow Creek (MC2) - Baseline
Length = 852 ft
Functional Index = 0.725
Functional Units = 2,473

EFSFSR (EF2.1) - Baseline
Length = 2,180 ft
Functional Index = 0.667
Functional Units = 7,265

STREAM FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT
Results

RESTORE THE SITE

WWW.MIDASGOLDIDAHO.COM
EMAIL: info@midasgoldinc.com PHONE: (208) 901-3060

UP NEXT
Stibnite Gold Project Overview Webinar
TUESDAYS | NOON
Hear an overview of the Stibnite Gold Project and all it entails.

Virtual Office Hours
WEDNESDAYS | NOON
Office hours will focus on answering questions you have on the Stibnite Gold Project.

Stibnite Gold Project Technical Webinar
THURSDAYS | NOON
Hear about a technical aspect of the Stibnite Gold Project.

